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INTRODUCTION

T

his story begins as so many do: a long,

long time ago . . . in a place far beyond the
glittering stars you see in your night sky.
In the time of the Old Republic, hundreds of star systems lived together in peace and
prosperity, protected by an ancient order of warriors, the Jedi. But a tide of darkness swept through
the galaxy, as unstoppable as it was terrifying, wiping out even the most powerful fighters. Now an
evil empire rules the stars, slowly extinguishing the
last traces of light and hope in its crushing grip.
Despite the odds, a spark of rebellion lives on.
Having won their first victory against the Empire,
the Rebels turn their attention to reports of a

weapon powerful enough to destroy planets—and
obliterate any last hope for freedom.
But, as you well know, heroes emerge from the
most unlikely places, at the most unexpected times.
This is a story of destiny. Of being in the wrong
place at the right time. Of courage. And, yes, of a
force more powerful than imagination.
But it is also the story of a princess, a scoundrel,
and a farm boy. No, there’s so much more to them
than that. Perhaps they will surprise you. Perhaps
they will surprise themselves.
Perhaps they are the heroes the galaxy has needed
all along.

T HE

PRINCESS

CHAPTER ONE

L

eia wasn’t the girl they thought she was.

That girl might have seen this plan through
successfully. The crew of the Tantive IV thought
Senator Leia Organa would be able to get them
untangled from the net she’d flown them straight
into. But her plan had gone wrong—so, so wrong.
There wasn’t any way out, any way to save them. She
had let them down, and now there was only one
hope for completing her mission.
Leia had never been inside the access corridors on the ship. They were meant for droids and
technicians to get around without being trampled
underfoot by the crew. Her heart thundered in
time with her boots as she ran, and she was sure
she’d never find the labor pool. The dull metal

corridors and paths were lit by only a few crimson
lights, and parts of it were so tight she barely managed to squeeze through without ripping her dress.
Blast it—of every color under every sun, why had
she chosen to wear white? She stood out in the darkness like a reactor core. An easy target.
Was it really that much colder in there, or was
her mind playing tricks again?
A deafening blast roared through the silence, rattling the ship down to its metal bones. Leia gasped as
she was thrown against a wall of circuits and pipes.
The screams of blaster rifles and heavy marching
steps thundered in her ears, muffling the screams
and shouts of the men and women trying to hold off
the invasion. They’d been boarded. And it sounded
like the fight was raging right over her head.
Leia ran harder, until her lungs burned. This is
my fault, she thought, tears stinging her eyes. I told
Father this was my mission. I just wanted him to be proud of me.
She had only wanted to help the Rebellion. Why did
the crew have to lose their lives to save others’?
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Her father hadn’t wanted her to accept the mission; she had seen it on his face as he told her,
“I don’t doubt your capabilities, not even for a
moment. Taking on all these responsibilities . . .
they’ve shaped you into a glittering star. You are
remarkable. But this is too dangerous, Leia.”
Leia had fought to control her temper. A star.
In other words, something beautiful. Something to
be admired from a distance. The simpering princess her aunts had tried to force her to become her
whole life. Someone who would ignore the calls of a
rebellion desperate for help in stealing information.
She loved them with her whole heart, even when
she felt like flipping the table over during her
aunts’ ruthless etiquette lessons and running away
to join a galactic circus just so she wouldn’t have to
hear another lesson about the differences between a
soup spoon and a dessert spoon. One day, yes, she
would be queen of Alderaan like her mother before
her, but that day was far off and there was more to
being a fair ruler than learning the correct way to
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wave to her people. Her aunts had fought both Leia
and her father on her joining the Galactic Senate.
They would rather have seen her in her chambers
twirling her hair and daydreaming about which
sniveling prince to marry than in a Senate box trying to bring about real change and reform.
The press was even worse, claiming she was a
“princess playing dress-up” and not a real diplomat
and politician. They saw the image her aunts had
crafted for her, not the person her father had trained
her to become. No matter how many times she traveled the length of the galaxy to bring attention and
aid to the suffering, still—still—the media refused to
look past her label of “princess.” One time she’d
been holding an orphaned baby Wookiee, walking
through a village the Imperial forces had burned to
embers and ash, and the first question she’d taken
from the reporters from the Central Systems was,
who designed the outfit you’re wearing?
Not, why are we here? Not, what can the galaxy
do to help?
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The only thing Leia had successfully managed
to do in her time in the Senate was irritate the
Emperor like a sunburn that refused to fade. She’d
gone into the chamber ready to fight anyone who
stood in her way, and what she’d seen there had
surprised her more than knocking heads with an
opponent would have: no one seemed to care. Or at
least no one wanted to test the Emperor’s patience.
She didn’t understand how anyone could sit still in
the Senate knowing about the crimes being committed in the Outer Rim.
Imperial interrogation camps. The execution
of supposed traitors in cold blood. Whole cities
destroyed in what Darth Vader called “purifications.” Apparently, planets needed to be purified of
any ideas resembling democracy. Or hope.
It made her sick. She could still smell the
charred remains of buildings and lives. See the
newly orphaned children lined up to be . . . what?
Sold as labor to the highest bidder? Sent to the
spice mines of Kessel? Every time Leia had tried to
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demand answers in the Senate chamber, she’d been
reprimanded, silenced. She wanted to shout, shake
them, force her colleagues to see what she saw. But
they refused. Some told her to go back home, to
enjoy palace life. Leia realized it didn’t matter what
she said, or how loudly she shouted. No one was
listening.
So when Leia first learned of the Rebellion, she
had all but jumped at the chance to be part of it—to
be recognized for what she could do, not who she
was. To actually help the galaxy. This was her chance
to prove herself, and she thought her father would
understand that, if nothing else.
Stealing top-secret plans from the Empire was a
risk, but being dismissed as a twinkling ball of gas
had only made her more determined. The mission
should have been simple. All they needed to do was
intercept a transmission about a new battle station
the Empire was rumored to be building.
But the system had been swarming with
Imperials. They’d caught on to Leia’s bogus tale
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about her ship’s breaking down, but the cover had
helped her stall long enough to download the technical plans for something code-named “Death Star.”
Despite the Rebels’ efforts to lose the Imperials in
the jump to hyperspace, the hulking Star Destroyer
had caught up to them. And Leia knew, the moment
the ship identified itself as the Devastator, there would
be no escape.
It was Darth Vader’s ship.
She ran harder, ducking through shadows and
bursts of warm steam. Her hand tightened around
the data card as she made a sharp turn. Then something silver caught her eye.
A droid. An astromech droid, even. Thank the
stars. Her plan actually had a chance of working.
The droid looked like an R2 unit. Its squat cylindrical body was topped with a dome-shaped head
and panels of rich blue. A single indicator glowed
red, then blue as the droid rolled by.
“Droid!” Leia called, tucking herself into a dark
alcove. “Droid! Come here!”
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The head swiveled toward her, letting out a
friendly, questioning chirp. The droid rolled
toward her on three legs, and Leia knelt down so
she was level with it.
As much as she hated to admit it—and she hated
it a lot—Leia was grateful her aunts had spent years
drilling her on public speaking so that, as princess
and someday queen, she could give speeches without
embarrassing herself. She had to get the message
right on the first try. There simply wasn’t time to
redo it. Leia closed her eyes a moment, steadying
herself with deep breaths the way her aunts had
shown her.
When she spoke, she was proud of how clear and
careful the words were. “Voice override, actuating
code Epsilon Actual. Switch to holographic recording mode. Acknowledge, Artoo.”
The droid beeped in reply. Good enough.
Leia stood upright and stepped back. “Begin
recording . . . now.” She cleared her throat, taking the regal tone her aunts loved, the one she’d
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sharpened like a knife in the Senate. “General
Kenobi, years ago you served my father in the Clone
Wars. Now he begs you to help him in his struggles
against the Empire. I regret that I am unable to
present my father’s request to you in person, but
my ship has fallen under attack and I’m afraid my
mission to bring you to Alderaan has failed.”
Admitting she failed made the words taste bitter in her mouth. Though she and the crew of
the Tantive IV had downloaded the information and
made the jump to Tatooine, she wouldn’t be able to
complete the second part of the mission. Her father
had requested that she seek out an old friend, one
General Kenobi, because, in his own words, “a
war demanded warriors” to fight. A legendary Jedi
Knight, Kenobi had gone into secret exile on the
remote desert planet to avoid the deadly purge that
had wiped out his order.
Leia pressed on. “I have placed information vital
to the survival of the Rebellion into the memory
system of this Artoo unit. My father will know
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how to retrieve it. You must see this droid safely to
Alderaan. This is our most desperate hour. Help
me, Obi-Wan Kenobi. You’re my only hope.”
Leia paused, wishing she felt more relieved than
she did at having completed the message. But it was
only the first step of one last, desperate mission,
and she hated placing such valuable intelligence in
the hands of a droid that didn’t even possess hands.
“End recording. Artoo unit, you will deliver that
message and the information I am about to upload
to Obi-Wan Kenobi and him alone. He is located
on the planet beneath us in the vicinity of the standardized coordinates alpha one-seven-three-three,
mu nine-zero-zero-three-three, first quadrant.”
The droid rocked side to side on its back two
legs, beeping in acknowledgment.
“Artoo? Artoo-Detoo! Where are you?”
Leia spun, looking for the source of the voice.
She squinted, just barely making out the gold
humanoid form of a protocol droid.
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“Artoo!”
It was only then that Leia realized how quiet it
had become. The firing and shouting had stopped,
and some terrible part of her suspected it was
because there was no one left from the Tantive IV to
keep fighting. The crew’s battle was over.
Hers was only beginning.
Leia’s hands flew over the droid, inserting the
data card. “Take an escape pod in the stern cluster
and eject. Deliver this message and information at
any cost. Understood?”
The R2 unit whistled another affirmative. Leia
placed her hand on its smooth, round head and
closed her eyes. Please let this work. . . .
“Good luck, little droid.”
The image of the planet below them floated
to the front of her mind. Tatooine’s endless sand
dunes gave it a beautiful warm glow, like an eternal
sunrise. She could see it now, as the droid rolled
away, how he would struggle to navigate with the
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sand in his gears. But he could do it. She squeezed
her hands into fists at her sides, pushing down the
fear. Leia had faith.
“Artoo-Detoo, at last!” the protocol droid cried.
“I’ve been looking all over for you!”
Leia drew her hood up over her head, carefully
sliding her blaster out of its hidden holster. There
was a way out for her; there had to be. Leia, like her
father, refused to accept impossible odds. She just
needed time to think. A safe place to hide. As the
sounds and voices of the droids disappeared, new
ones echoed over to her. Precise, sharp steps. The
clicking of armor. Low voices.
Stormtroopers.
Leia pressed back farther into the shadows,
squeezing her gun to keep her hand from shaking.
She was all the droid had now. There was still time
to create enough of a distraction for it to reach an
escape pod and blast down to the planet’s surface.
But, stars, she couldn’t get her heart to slow down.
Her breathing sounded loud to her own ears. It
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wouldn’t be her first time in a firefight—it wouldn’t
even be her first firefight that month—but there was
so much at stake. She couldn’t let all the lives lost
that day be for nothing.
She was afraid. That the mission would be a failure. That the Devastator would blast the droid’s escape
pod into a trillion pieces. That she’d never return
to Alderaan. That the Rebellion would be demolished. That she’d never see her father or mother
again.
But fear was a useless emotion. She needed
to fight, and the only way she knew how to burn
through her fear was to summon her anger.
All she had to do was think of the Emperor’s
sickly eyes. His cackling laugh that crept all over
her skin like freezing fingers.
Leia had met the evil old toad for the first time
just after she’d been elected as Alderaan’s senator. Her father was to present her to the Emperor
on Coruscant, with all the newly elected officials.
While her aunts had spent the days leading up to
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the trip debating her hairstyle and which dress
she should wear, Leia had spent that time listing
out her grievances. The things she’d be fighting
to change. She wanted to tell the Emperor to his
face. She was the youngest senator ever elected to
the Imperial Senate, and she was going to make an
impression—fire off a warning shot at the start of
what was going to be a long war for the good of
the galaxy. It didn’t matter to her if she made some
enemies in the process.
But as she had walked up to the black throne, the
old man had lifted his head, revealing the deathly
pale, wrinkled skin of his face. His eyes had seemed
to glow, piercing right through her. The words
lodged in her throat, and a cold sweat broke out
on her neck. Leia barely heard her father say her
name, barely felt the hand he placed on her back to
guide her forward. Her aunts had drilled manners
and protocol into her so deeply, she caught herself
automatically dropping into a curtsy—a curtsy!—
before she could stop herself.
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“It will be nice,” the Emperor croaked, a smirk
twisting his bloodless lips, “to have such a pretty
face in the Senate.”
And that had been it. To him, she’d been nothing more than the pretty little princess playing
dress-up with the adults. And Leia hadn’t been able
to summon a single word to protest it. Just thinking
about it made bile rise in her throat.
There. That was better. A steady, warm flush of
anger flooded her system. Her focus sharpened,
homing in on the stormtroopers stepping into the
corridor through a nearby hatch.
“Search every passageway and compartment,”
the leader ordered. “You two, check behind those
power conduits.”
Of all the rotten luck—the pipe behind her
released a hiss of steam and rattled loudly, making
one of the stormtroopers turn back around.
“Wait. I thought I saw something—”
Blasted white dress, Leia thought, aiming her gun.
“There she is! Set your weapons to stun!”
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Leia wasn’t about to set her blaster to stun. She
fired, hitting the stormtrooper out in front. He let
out a sharp cry as he crashed to the ground.
“Watch it! She’s armed! Fire!”
The firing would draw even more attention.
She’d have to run, find better cover to hold them
off just a little longer.
But the moment Leia turned her back, it felt like
she’d been tackled from behind by a Star Destroyer.
The hit from the stun bolt took all the feeling from
her legs, sending her slamming forward against the
rough grating under her feet.
A thousand sparks of light burst in Leia’s eyes,
momentarily blinding her.
Move! she ordered herself, even as helplessness
rolled through her. You’re not done yet!
“She’ll be all right,” she heard the first stormtrooper say. “Inform Lord Vader we have a prisoner.”
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CHAPTER T WO

S

ensation flooded

back into Leia’s numb
arms and legs as she was hauled onto her feet.
It felt like she’d been filled with sand. Her first
few steps were stumbles, as the whole galaxy
seemed to wobble around her. The stormtroopers
surrounded her, snapping binders over her wrists.
They thought they could take her prisoner? Her?
Leia knew she hadn’t held much weight with the
other senators, but she was well aware that the public cared about her. Any whisper of mistreatment
would set the holonet on fire. Was that a risk the
Emperor was willing to take?
She sincerely hoped not.
“H-how dare you!” she seethed, her lips still
numb from the crackling electricity of the stun

bolt. Even though it felt like her head was underwater, Leia twisted around, throwing her elbow back
and kicking at the nearest stormtrooper’s knee. In
retaliation, the soldiers jostled her from all sides,
shoving her forward when she refused to move.
Leia knew she was caught, but she wasn’t going to
be a passive captive.
The main corridor of the ship was almost blindingly bright after the dark interior passageways.
Smoke from the battle choked the air. Every time
Leia drew in a breath, her lungs burned with the
sharp ozone stench left behind by blaster bolts.
And everywhere there were bodies.
They’d been left where they’d fallen, their
wounds and lifeless expressions turning Leia’s
stomach violently. She didn’t want to see that.
Those were her people, and she’d marched them
to their deaths. There was no way to fix that, no
way to make it better. Leia forced herself to look,
to remember. She’d need to tell their families . . .
she’d need to . . . to . . .
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My fault, she thought, my fault . . . Leia the senator,
even Leia the princess, could justify their deaths as
a necessary sacrifice, but Leia the human was having a hard time swallowing a scream.
Darth Vader stood at the end of the hallway, his
towering height and wide shoulders almost blocking the hole the Imperials had blown through
the doors to get into the Tantive IV. Stormtroopers
swarmed around him, their armor clicking like
the exoskeletons of insects. As the Emperor’s right
hand, Darth Vader stood out in sharp contrast. His
armor, flowing cape, and helmet were as black as
the scorch marks on the walls.
And at his feet was the crumpled form of Captain
Antilles. Leia could hear the loud wheeze of Vader’s
breathing as the stormtroopers dragged her forward but couldn’t detect any sign that the captain
was alive.
Even him? Leia had been sure—or at least had
hoped—they’d keep the captain alive for questioning.
She’d banked on having his silent, steady support.
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Her chest seized with the shock of it, the pain. Her
thoughts blanked out, overrun by anguish and fury.
Captain Antilles had been an extraordinary
leader; he’d broken through countless Imperial
blockades to get supplies to the Rebellion. And the
crew had been so young, too—so much life wasted in
a matter of minutes. She couldn’t stand it. The war will
go on without me, Captain Antilles had said. It won’t without you. But in that moment, it all seemed impossible.
I’m sorry, she thought. I’m so sorry.
Civilian Leia was at a loss, but she felt some part
of her click into place as she faced Darth Vader.
Senator Leia Organa had dealt with him before.
She could face him again. She could use the ice that
flooded her veins to steel herself in his presence.
Leia straightened up, threw her shoulders back,
hid her fear. But it was never easy to come face to
face with a living nightmare. Especially when it towered over her. When its hot, moist breath fanned
across her face as it leaned toward her.
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“Darth Vader. I should have known.” Leia poured
every ounce of the hate she felt into her voice. “Only
you could be so bold. The Imperial Senate will not
sit still for this. When they hear you’ve attacked a
diplomatic—”
“Don’t play games with me, Your Highness. You
weren’t on any mercy mission this time. You passed
directly through a restricted system!” Not for the
first time, Leia thought he must have intentionally
programmed his voice to be deep and rumbling,
like a thunderstorm. No normal man could sound
half as terrifying. “Several transmissions were
beamed to this ship by Rebel spies. I want to know
what happened to the plans they sent you.”
Leia tried to ignore the way her heart was galloping in her chest. The little droid would have to
be away by now, shooting down to the planet, out of
Vader’s reach. She had outmaneuvered him, maybe
for the first time ever, and knowing that made it
easier to keep her cool. “I don’t know what you’re
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talking about. I’m a member of the Imperial Senate
on a diplomatic mission.”
“You’re part of the Rebel Alliance and a traitor!”
he roared, swinging around to a nearby stormtrooper. “Take her away!”
At his command, the stormtroopers pushed her
toward the hole they’d blown though the door of
the Tantive IV. Leia strained her ears, trying to catch
what an Imperial officer was reporting to Vader.
She caught only a few words: We must be careful. . . . The
people adore her. . . . Rebels . . . princess . . . plans . . .
Blast it—Vader knew exactly what information they’d downloaded. The Rebellion and all its
members—including her father—were in more danger than ever, and it tore at her heart to know that
it was her fault for letting the ship, the crew, and
herself fall into the Empire’s net. As Leia left her
battered ship for what she knew would be the last
time, she could only hope she’d given that little
droid enough of a chance to save them all.
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CHAPTER THREE

O

ne of the many dangers

of being born
royal—aside from death by boredom during
her aunts’ lessons—was the constant threat of
abduction. As her mother was the queen of
Alderaan and her father the queen’s consort, to say
they were wealthy and powerful was a vast understatement. When the seediest cretins came crawling
out of the darkest corners of the galaxy looking
for victims, Leia was a natural target for their
greed. So despite feeling there was something terribly unladylike about throwing large, sweaty men
around on wrestling mats, her aunts agreed with
her parents that self-defense needed to become part
of her relentless princess training once she turned
sixteen.

Leia had loved the rush that feeling physically
strong had given her; it was the same buzzing sensation she felt every time she did something useful
for the Rebellion. Plus, the self-defense lessons
had their unexpected uses. For instance, being able
to punch a dummy made it easier to turn around
later in the afternoon and learn ten different ways
to curtsy without kicking her aunts in the shins.
And a single piece of advice from her instructor had
saved her life a hundred times over: pay attention.
Leia kept her mind clear and focused on the
moment, her eyes open and scanning the Star
Destroyer and every Imperial soldier around her.
They had brought the Tantive IV into a hangar bay
that was mostly deserted—of course. Leia was still a
member of the Senate, and Vader would do everything in his vast power to hush up this incident.
Including, if she had to guess, destroying her ship
and blaming her “unfortunate death” on some kind
of mechanical malfunction.
Her stomach clenched, twisted into knots. No,
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they hadn’t killed her on the spot, but Leia was certain it had nothing to do with her being a senator
or a princess and everything to do with the answers
Vader thought he could get out of her.
What would happen after he realized she’d give
him nothing about the Rebellion? Leia would
willingly jump out of an airlock into the freezing
vacuum of space before she would betray her father
and the people she’d come to think of as comrades.
She had to get out—get the truth out. If she could
just get down to Tatooine and find the droid and
General Kenobi, she could still salvage the mission.
And, if nothing else, she could tell her father she
was still alive. Leia burned with the need to prove
she hadn’t failed him or the Rebellion completely.
She would never let herself wallow in the helplessness the Senate had tried to drown her in. There
was still too much to do.
The Star Destroyer’s interior was exactly like the
regime it served: cold and ruthlessly efficient. It was
all sleek lines, everything in pure white or black.
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There was no gray in the Emperor’s world. There
was us and there was them. There was his way or no way
at all.
Leia was hustled into a narrow silver tube of an
elevator that shot her and her escorts up to a walkway
at breakneck speed. She leaned around the broad
shoulders and shining armor of the stormtroopers,
trying to dodge their grips to see what was below. A
series of hangars, as it turned out. Each wide, echoing chamber featured impossibly tall ceilings and
enormous metal doors to draw ships inside.
You could fit the entire population of some planets in here,
Leia thought, shocked at their size. She saw sparks
spraying up as engineers worked to repair ships,
droids hauling in heavy pieces of machinery no
man could have ever lifted, and assembled lines of
troops drilling in formations.
Compared with the others, the hangar they’d
towed the Tantive IV into was smaller, but already
swarming with stormtroopers and Imperial officers. It was the third hangar they passed that caught
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and held Leia’s attention. There were two shuttles
docked below, with only a single crew moving carts
of supplies toward them.
Someone’s prepping for a trip, she thought. Her mind
worked at lightspeed, and she saw her escape plan
unfold as clearly as if the Emperor himself had
rolled out a carpet for her. Yes—a small thrill of victory raced through her. She could work with that.
Her spirits lightened for the first time in hours,
and she felt the crushing pressure lift off her chest.
The shuttles would be fueled. And the shuttles were
outfitted with weapons. She could blast her way out,
and by the time they realized what was happening,
she’d be through Tatooine’s atmosphere.
Take that! she wanted to shout to the other senators.
She was about to prove exactly what she was capable
of when given the opportunity to try. Her membership in the Rebellion still felt new, too fresh. She’d
needed the mission to show them her dedication
and how far she’d go for them if only they’d give
her the support to get there. This—the story of her
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escape under Vader’s nose—would solidify her bond
with them that much more. No one—not the media,
not her aunts, not even her father—would be able to
deny that she was a fighter and deserved to have her
voice heard.
If I don’t get shot out of the sky first, she thought. No—
she could do it. She’d had years of flight training.
And, well, there were all those dunes to hide in.
Let’s see how Vader liked getting gritty sand in sensitive places in his armor.
She found her chance as two of her escorts broke
away, heading into a nearby command room—if
she had to guess, to begin processing her into the
detention block. Leia allowed the others to push
her into yet another elevator. The doors had barely
shut when she swung her bound hands toward the
control panel with a thwack, causing the car to jerk to
a stop. The stormtroopers next to her were thrown
off balance, giving her the chance to swipe one of
their blasters and fire.
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“Stop—!”
Too late for that, laser brain, Leia thought, glancing
down at their stunned forms. Neither of them had
the key to her binders. She reached up to pull one
of the dozens of pins out of her hair and went to
work jamming the electronic lock. Like the binders
mattered. She could fly herself out of there blind,
deaf, and with both arms and legs bound behind
her back.
The second the elevator door hissed open, Leia
slipped out and scanned the empty hall. She turned
back and fired a shot at the elevator’s control panel.
The doors shrieked in protest, jamming over and
over on one of the stormtroopers’ feet. Leia blew
a stray piece of hair out of her eyes in a huff of
annoyance as she kicked the foot back into the car.
The elevator door slammed shut.
Leia kept to the edge of the corridor, hanging
back a few steps from the hangar’s entrance. The air
on the ship was dry and freezing cold, but Leia felt
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damp with sweat. Pulse fluttering, she watched the
engineers step through the hangar door together,
speaking quietly. They turned, heading away from
her.
Leia was still clutching the stolen blaster as she
slipped inside and made a run for the shuttle. The
boarding ramp was down—her mind sorted through
the dangers quickly, like she was flicking through a
stack of sabacc cards.
If no one was on board, she could just go.
If someone was on board, she’d need to stun
him, but she could use him as a hostage. Stars, her
aunts would have expired on the spot hearing that
unprincesslike thought.
Two or three people inside would pose somewhat more of a challenge—the thought slid to a halt
at the same moment her feet did.
Standing at the top of the shuttle’s boarding
ramp, hands on his hips, as solid and large as any
of Alderaan’s mountains, was Darth Vader.
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CHAPTER ONE

Y

ou gaze out over the field of white.

It is winter on the planet Hoth. It is always
winter on Hoth. I mean, they have a summer. That’s when the temperature crawls up
to about 10 degrees below freezing. It’s lovely.
It is not summer, though. It’s winter, and the
snow stands so deep you could lose a small child
in it.
You’re wearing a jacket of thick synthetic fiber, a
vest on top of that, a hood, and goggles. That’s the
uniform of the rebels when they’re out on patrol
here on Hoth, riding their great Hothian tauntauns.
(Those are large lizards that walk on their back
feet. You know that, because you’re Luke Skywalker,
right? But I’m just reminding you.) All your gear

doesn’t insulate you from the cold, though. It is bitter and insidious. It creeps through every crack in
your shell and burrows down to your bones.
Off in the distance, a meteor crashes into the
snow. You squint at it. The wind whips and cracks
over the ice.
“Echo Three to Echo Seven. Han, old buddy, do
you read me?”
Silence. Then a crackle of static. “Loud and clear,
kid. What’s up?” That’s Han Solo’s voice. You know
Han Solo, of course. But I’ll just remind you: he’s a
space pirate, a smuggler, a scoundrel, and somewhere
between your big brother and your best friend.
“I’ve finished my circle,” you say. “I don’t pick up
any life readings.”
Han’s voice breaks through again. “There isn’t
enough life on this ice cube to fill a refrigerator.
The sensors are placed. I’m going back.”
You shiver against the wicked wind. “Right. See
you soon. There’s a meteorite that just hit nearby.
I’m going to check it out. It won’t take long.”
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It won’t take long. Famous last words.
For it is then, just as you sign off with Han Solo,
that a wampa hits you.
It rears up out of nowhere, a giant gorilla-polarbear-abominable-snow-man-like creature. You see
its tiny eyes and enormous, grinning mouth—for
just an instant.
Because then its paw makes contact with your
face, and your head snaps back, and the vertebrae in
your neck crackle like noisemakers, and your ears
are pealing like the bells in a church.
And you are in the air, flying.
Then you hit the snow.
You lie there.
Freezing.
Maybe dying.
Your tauntaun screams.
You die.
Almost.
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LESSON ALPHA α:
A Jedi Should Know How to Count
Okay. It’s time for your first test.
Close your eyes.
Wait, not yet. You’ve got to read the instructions first.
In a moment, you’re going to close your eyes. Then you’re
going to count, slowly, to ten.
As you’re counting, try not to think about anything except
the numbers.
Okay, do it now.
Did it?
Did other thoughts come into your head while you were
counting? Probably. Thoughts like, “What does this have to
do with being a Jedi?” and “Why is this guy so weird?” That’s
okay. Don’t stress it.
But whenever you have a minute of quiet for the rest
of today, try this again. And see if you can think only of the
numbers. Sometimes it helps to breathe in and out on each
number.

What does this have to do with being a Jedi?
A lot.
I’ll explain later.
And why am I so weird?
There is no explanation for that.

CHAPTER T WO

R

ebel troops—soldiers, engineers, space

pilots—hustle to and fro across the main
hangar of the rebel base on Hoth.
Han Solo stalks past, ignoring them,
brushing snow from his gear.
They’ve been on the planet for weeks now,
rebuilding their base. The Empire chased them
from their last one, but they will persevere. They
will continue to fight the vast and mighty Empire—
and particularly the Emperor, who seems driven by
the dark side itself.
Some background: the Emperor was once
Senator Palpatine, of the Galactic Republic, the first
government to bring lasting peace to the warring
peoples of the galaxy. But Palpatine manipulated

the system, gaining influence and power, until he
was able to steer the Republic away from democracy
and toward dictatorship—his dictatorship. During
his rise to power, he ordered the execution of every
Jedi. That included the Padawans, young Jedi-intraining, as well.
From there, the Empire, under Palpatine’s direction, set out to subdue any planet in the galaxy that
did not accept his rule. Subdue, in this case, meant
enslave, decimate, or entirely destroy.
So this rebel army on Hoth is the last armed
resistance to the Emperor in the galaxy. Small as it
is, there’s nobody else.
Han Solo peers across the hangar. Chewbacca,
his longtime first mate, fiddles with the mechanics on their ship, the Millennium Falcon. Chewbacca
is a Wookiee, which means that he’s shaped like a
man, but taller, and he’s entirely covered with long
brown hair. He looks approximately like a barbershop’s floor that has stood up and is now fixing a
spaceship.
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Two droids pass in front of Han. The first is
short and squat like a fancy trash can. He is R2-D2,
the bravest service droid that Han’s ever met. The
second looks like the Tin Man tricked out in gold.
He is C-3PO, the most cowardly, busybody protocol
droid that Han has ever met. At least, that’s Han’s
opinion.
Han is going to miss this place. The energy. The
commitment to the cause. The dumb courage in the
face of impossible odds. An Imperial battle station
had recently destroyed an entire planet. With one
shot. Han saw the debris—just bits of rock, floating
in the void. You can’t fight power like that.
But you can try. And this ragtag bunch of soldiers and droids, bless their foolish hearts and
motherboards, are trying.
But not Han. Not anymore.
He’s leaving tonight. No time for teary goodbyes. No mushy stuff.
There is, though, one person that he wants to
say good-bye to.
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He finds her in the command center. She is
pushing buttons and barking orders into a comlink
device. She looks angry. Han likes her like that.
Her name is Leia, and she is the princess of that
planet the Empire destroyed with a single shot. She
was on the Imperial battle station, being forced
to watch. Now, she is among the leaders of the
Rebellion. You can understand why.
Her brown eyes flash at the various panels and
readouts. Her long brown hair is tied up in braids
at the side of her head.
At first, Han studiously ignores her. He goes
over to General Rieekan, commander of the base,
who is poring over the security readouts. Like security readouts are going to help when the Empire
shows up.
“General,” Han says. “I’m sorry, but I can’t stay
here anymore.”
The general looks up at Han from his readouts,
gray eyes peering from under gray eyebrows. “I’m
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sorry to hear that.” He says it like it’s a question.
Han suddenly feels a bit sheepish. “Well, there’s
a price on my head. If I don’t pay off Jabba the Hutt,
I’m a dead man.”
Behind Han, the princess punches some numbers into the computer. Really hard.
“You know Jabba?” Han continues. “Big, fat,
ugly? Lives on Tatooine? He’s no big shakes, but he
knows how to shoot you in the back from halfway
across the galaxy when he wants to.”
The general nods sympathetically. “A death
mark’s not an easy thing to live with. You’re a good
fighter, Solo. I hate to lose you.” He goes back to
reading his security reports.
Han shrugs, thanks him, turns away. Toward
Leia. She is punching buttons like they did something to her. He slides up beside her and whispers,
“Well, your highness, I guess this is it.”
“Yeah. I guess so.” She mashes buttons some
more. Poor buttons.
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Han watches her. She refuses to look at him. He
rolls his eyes. “Well, don’t get all mushy on me,” he
snaps. No response. He stalks off.
I am going to skip this next part, as it does indeed
get kind of mushy. I will, in fact, skip all the mushy
parts of the story to follow. They are neither appropriate nor relevant to a young Jedi-in-training.
All you need to know now is that Leia runs
after Han, and they have an argument in which it
becomes very clear that Han and Leia kind of love
each other, and kind of hate each other.
When they are just at the very peak of this argument, and both are red-faced and bothered, a high
and grating voice interrupts them. “Excuse me, sir!”
It is C-3PO. The golden Tin Man. “Sir, oh, sir!”
He sounds like a British butler with his underwear
in a twist.
“Buzz off,” Han replies. It’s not clear whether
he’s talking to Leia or the golden droid.
“But, sir, I’m meant to report to you that Master
Luke hasn’t returned yet.”
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Han stops.
Leia looks at C-3PO, and then, accusingly, at
Han. “He didn’t come back with you?”
Han ignores her.
C-3PO continues: “He may have come in the
south entrance, sir, but—”
“What do you mean he may have come in? He may
have? Find out!”
Han turns to Leia and shrugs as if to say, “What
can you do with these droids?”
She rolls her eyes and stalks off.
A few minutes later, Han Solo is staring out at the
driving snow. The sky is a heavy gray.
“The light is fading, sir,” a rebel lieutenant
reports. “The temperature is dropping rapidly.”
Han nods. “That’s right. And my friend is out
there.”
Behind Han, Chewbacca is howling—Wookiees
don’t talk so much as make noises somewhere
between a dog and an opera singer.
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A series of beeps emanate from R2-D2. “Sir,”
C-3PO says, translating, “R2 is reporting that the
odds of Luke surviving out there are roughly 725
to 1.”
Leia, standing behind them all, turns away.
Han zips up his coat and fixes his fur-lined hood
tightly over his head.
“Sir,” says the rebel lieutenant. “Your tauntaun
won’t make it past the first marker.”
Han fixes his goggles over his eyes and climbs up
on the uneasy beast. He steadies the creature, rubbing its scaly neck and whispering into its ear hole.
Finally, he turns back to the lieutenant and replies,
“Then I guess I’ll see you all in hell.”
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LESSON BETA β:
Jedi Have to Breathe, Too
Second lesson. Ready?
This time, you’re going to do the same thing as before, but
someone else is going to count for you. Get whoever is nearby.
When you close your eyes, they should silently start to count
to ten. When they get to ten, have them gently tap you on
the shoulder. If you have a watch or a phone that will time you,
feel free to use that.
This time, when your eyes are closed, try not to have any
thoughts. Just feel the air come in your nose and out of your
nose. Be aware of every single breath. In and out.
Go ahead: meditate.
Did you have any thoughts, my young student? It’s not
easy to still your mind, is it? It took me many years before I
could quiet my mind through meditation. But keep trying. It
is the first step on the path of the Force.

CHAPTER THREE

Y

ou groan. Your head is pounding. Your eyes

feel like they’ve been shut with staples.
Slowly, you force them open.
You blink, and blink again. A wampa is
devouring your tauntaun—while sitting on the ceiling. Can
wampas sit on ceilings? Your temples throb.
You black out again.
Later, you wake up. The tauntaun is almost
entirely eaten. The wampa, its white fur caked with
blood, is no longer sitting on the ceiling. It is sitting on the floor, and you are hanging upside down.
Maybe you were hanging upside down all along.
You peer up at your feet. They are trapped in
ice on the ceiling. You yank at them. They do not
budge.

You try to lift your body up to them, but you are
too heavy, too woozy.
You stare at the blood-covered wampa. What will
it eat when it’s finished eating the tauntaun?
Never mind. Stupid question.
You look over the cave again, trying to ignore the
wampa gnawing on your tauntaun’s bones. Which is
not easy.
You look past the beast.
You don’t see what you’re looking for.
You look behind you.
Nope.
Finally, you examine the area around you.
There it is. Half buried in snow.
Your lightsaber.
No blaster. That’s probably somewhere out in
the middle of a snowfield, petrifying until the end
of this planet’s ice age.
But that’s okay. You prefer the lightsaber anyway.
It’s not that far from you, so you reach for it,
your arm straining in its socket, fingers grasping
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at the air, as if they could drag you closer. But they
can’t. You exhale, and let your body go limp.
The wampa is now gnawing on the tauntaun’s
enormous thigh bone, slurping and sucking at the
supple sinews.
You look back at the lightsaber. Then you think
of Old Ben. Obi-Wan Kenobi. The man who gave
you the lightsaber. The man who turned your father
into one of the greatest Jedi Knights of all time.
The man who began to train you—before he was
killed by Darth Vader. Darth Vader, the Emperor’s
right hand. Darth Vader, who killed your father.
You stop your mind from wandering. You focus
on the lightsaber. You know what Old Ben would
tell you to do.
Close your eyes. Count to ten, letting the
thoughts clear from your mind. Breathe in and
out. In and out. Until your mind is as empty and
bright as a snowfield on a clear morning. Until you
can feel everything around you. As if everything in
the room has a physical shape on the field of your
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mind. You feel the great, hot wampa. You feel the
smooth, sticky bones of the tauntaun. Then closer.
The mound of snow. The lightsaber.
You touch it, in your mind. You reach out your
hand. You do not strain. You just reach. You hold
the lightsaber in your mind. And then, from the
snowbank, the lightsaber jumps to your hand.
You open your eyes. There it is. Actually in your
hand.
And there is the wampa, standing in front of
you, staring at you, perplexed. And furious.
You ignite the lightsaber.
Its blade is silvery-blue. It hums, burning against
the darkness. It is as serene and as powerful as the
Force itself. And dangerous. Holding a lightsaber
feels dangerous. At least, it does to you.
Though, right now, it’s more dangerous to that
blood-soaked wampa standing in front of you.
You swing the lightsaber at the ice holding your
feet. You hit the ground just as the wampa lunges
at you—
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And its arm goes twirling across the cave.
The wampa staggers back, staring. The lightsaber
is so sharp, so hot, that it has cauterized the wound.
There is no blood. But there is no arm either. The
great beast is in pain. And now it is afraid of you.
Very afraid.
Keeping your eyes trained on the savage ice
beast, your lightsaber raised high, you slowly back
out of the cave.
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LESSON GAMMA γ:
Reach Out and Touch Something—
With Your Mind
You probably think that your next test will be trying to move
something with your thoughts.
Yeah, we’re not going to try that.
Yet.
I mean, you can give it a go. But don’t be discouraged if
you fail. Moving stuff with your mind is a wee bit difficult.
No, for this test, I want you to close your eyes—not yet—
and breathe. It might help you to count to ten at first. Then
just focus on your breath. Once you’ve been focusing on your
breath for a while, I want you to feel what’s around you. Not
with your hands—with your mind. Explore the objects of the
room. Your eyes should still be closed. Don’t try to remember
what’s around you. Just feel it. Start with what you’re sitting
on, then anything that’s in contact with your body. Work outward. What’s touching those things? Feel their shapes in your
mind.

Finally, I want you to focus on something near you, but
that you are not touching. Trace it with your mind. Feel its
shape.
Reach out. Touch it. Open your eyes.
Were you right? Was it where you thought it was? Did it
look like you thought it did?
If not, don’t worry. Just try it again. Remember, the most
important thing is to feel everything around you. The guessing
part at the end is just for fun.
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CHAPTER ONE

IN WHICH T WO ROBOTS PLOD
THROUGH AN ENDLESS DESERT

A

n endless desert.

Two robots.
Two robots plodding through an endless
desert.
Fear not, reader! It will get better!
But not every story can start with a bang. Or a
wampa attack, for that matter.
It’s where the story is going that counts, and we’ve
got a big bang coming and an even bigger bang after
that and a whole lot of medium-sized explosions,
implosions, fireballs, crashes, smashes, lightsaber
battles, and evil dark lightning in between.
You may know all about those already. If so, you

know that your patience will be well rewarded once
we get through this endless desert.
So, we plod on!
Two robots . . . an endless desert . . . plod, plod,
plod . . .
Yes, it really is an endless desert. It fills this
whole planet. You might wander around forever and
see nothing but sand . . . that is, until someone—or
something—pops out from behind a dune and eats
you.
But our brave heroes plod on and on under the
scorching heat of Tatooine’s twin suns. They are
droids. Sort of like robots, but better.
One is golden and tall, walking on legs like a
man. The other is white and short, with three legs,
a bunch of tiny, retractable arms, and a silver dome
that spins around so that he can keep an eye on
things.
Together they have had many adventures and
faced many dangers and now they plod on through
this deadly desert without fear or complaint.
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Well, perhaps a few complaints.
“We’ll never make it Artoo,” says the tall one,
C-3PO*. “Sand is already accumulating in my servomotors and my joints are freezing up!”
“Beeep whirr,” replies the short one, R2-D2, and
although we cannot be sure what this means, it has
a reassuring sound to it.
“Almost there?” snaps C-3PO. “How can you
say that? You have no idea where we are. We’ve been
wandering for ages.”
“Bleeee blip!”
“Following the road? What road? This is like no
road I’ve ever seen.”
It was a road . . . once. Leading through the
Dune Sea to a monastery. Though crumbling and
near forgotten in these days of landspeeders and

* C-3P0 is a protocol droid, a machine designed for light duty
in luxurious surroundings. However, he was made on Tatooine many years ago and was specially modified to withstand the
planet’s sand and heat. His companion, R2-D2, is an astromech
droid, designed to withstand just about everything.
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suborbital hoppers, the road still leads to the same
place, but that place is no longer a monastery.
In fact, it is quite the opposite. It is the unholiest
of all places on this unholy planet . . . the monastery is now the lair of intergalactic crime lord Jabba
the Hutt.
At last, the droids pass a rocky outcropping
and see Jabba’s Palace in the distance. C-3PO’s
relief circuits barely get warmed up before his selfprotection mode kicks in again.
“We’re doomed!”
“Breeep!” Again, a reassuring tone from the small
droid.
“Of course, I’m worried,” fusses C-3PO*. “And
you should be, too. Poor Lando Calrissian never
returned from this awful place.”
“Whirrr.” A less confident tone this time.
* C-3PO has, in fact, been known to complain too much. But not
this time. This time, in fact, he has underestimated the horrors
that lie ahead. R2-D2, who knows much, chooses to say little just
now.
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“If I told you half the things I’ve heard about
this Jabba the Hutt, you’d probably short circuit!”
As they enter the shadow of the building, a small
creature darts across the road behind them, running fast on its twelve legs. But not fast enough!
That rocky outcropping turns out to be not
a rocky outcropping at all, but some sort of desert predator. In an instant, it has cracked open a
huge toothy mouth, shot out a long tongue, caught,
chomped . . . and gulped down the creature, twelve
legs and all.
And now it closes its mouth, settles back into
the sand, becomes to all appearances a rocky outcropping again and waits for its next victim.
And, ahead of our robotic heroes, Jabba is waiting, too.
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CHAPTER T WO

IN WHICH WE MEE T JABBA

J

abba the Hutt is a giant, evil space slug.

And like a slug, he’s rather helpless on
his own. Tiny arms, no legs, no armor, no
weapons.
Well, he does have one weapon—his mind.
A mind vile and corrupt even by Hutt standards.
By the sheer force of his own greed, he has risen to
the top—or perhaps the bottom, depending on your
point of view.
As the most feared crime lord in the galaxy, he
can afford to hire all the help he needs—smugglers,
thieves, bounty hunters, and plenty of piglike warriors* to guard his palace.
* After presenting Jabba with the bill for their services, these
armorers became Jabba’s first prisoners and never escaped the
thick walls and cruel traps they themselves had devised.

Just as a slug prefers to hide under a rock, Jabba
has chosen a dark, damp place for his palace. The
nicer rooms are like a dungeon and the dungeon
is . . . unspeakable.
It’s a fortress, really. So deep in the dunes that
the desert itself is all the defense generally needed.
Even so, under Jabba’s orders the old monastery was
obsessively fortified by master armorers.
Yes, it’s the perfect place for this rancid crime
lord to slither away and hide, wallowing in his
slimy pleasures and chortling over his ill-gotten
treasures.
And his newest treasure—for which he had to pay
the cunning bounty hunter Boba Fett a mediumsized fortune—is Han Solo.
Solo is well known now as a hero of the Rebel
Alliance, but not all that long ago he used his mighty
spaceship, the Millennium Falcon, for smuggling, not
freedom fighting.
He and his copilot, Chewbacca—the great, hairy
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Wookiee—ran into some trouble and had to dump
their load of “spices.” Unfortunately, these quite
illegal goods belonged to Jabba, and the crime lord
did not take the news well.
Solo, unable to pay back the price of the spice,
paid a different sort of price: captured by the heartless bounty hunter Boba Fett, Solo was encased in a
block of carbonite—a process that left him alive but
frozen in time.
And there he lies—or, rather, hangs—on Jabba’s
wall. His hands reaching out helplessly, his eyes
wide with terror, and his mouth stuck in the same
scream of pain, Solo will remain like this forever if
Jabba has his way.
And Jabba always has his way.
He rather likes looking at Solo’s frozen agony.
Normally, a victim’s suffering is over all too quickly.
But this way Jabba can slowly savor Solo’s pain.
Safe in his dark hole, the slug can fill his belly
with forbidden, still-kicking foods, lick his barely
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dressed slave dancers, and bask in the worship of
his minions, henchmen, servants, and toadies.
And if the wearying work of running a criminal
empire ever gets him down, he can turn his terrible
orange eyes toward Solo and find new reason to let
out one of his stomach-turning giggles.
And when Jabba really giggles—really finds something worthy of merriment—even the worst of the
criminals who sit at the foot of his throne cower
inside.
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CHAPTER THREE

IN WHICH THE DROIDS
KNOCK AT JABBA’S DOOR

W

ho can blame C-3PO for hesitating at

the door of this fearsome building?
“Artoo . . . are you sure this is the
right place?”
“Whrrrr.”
“I better knock I suppose.”
He lightly raps his thin metal fingers against
the monstrous iron gate, so thick that a Gamorrean
battle-ax would be needed to knock properly.
“There doesn’t seem to be anyone here, Artoo.
Let’s go back and tell Master Luke.”
“TEE CHUTA HHAT YUDD!” screeches a barking
metallic voice.
This is not, of course, the voice of R2.

It is instead coming from a speaker attached to an
electronic eyeball on the end of a long mechanical
arm, which has just popped out of a small hatchway
in the door.
The eyeball glares quite rudely at C-3PO.
“Goodness gracious me!” exclaims C-3PO.
Then, recalling his programming as a protocol droid and master of six million languages, he
introduces himself.
“Seethreepiowha bo Artoo Detwoowha.” He points to R2
and the eyeball snakes over to have a look. “Ey toota
odd mischka Jabba du Hutt.”
Now the eyeball whips back to focus on C-3PO
again. It lets out a grating laugh and zips back into
the hatchway, which slams shut.
“I don’t think they’re going to let us in, Artoo.
We’d better—”
“Whhrrrr . . .” begins R2, but he is interrupted by
a terrible screech.
The massive door is slowly rising upward, revealing nothing but blackness ahead.
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R2 looks at C-3PO. C-3PO looks at R2. And R2
rolls ahead into the gloom.
“Artoo, wait!” pleads C-3PO. “Artoo, I really
don’t think we should rush into this!”
But already, somewhere in the walls, the unoiled
wheels and gears have reversed and are now closing
the great door again.
What choice does C-3PO have? He must rush
in, too, or be left out, alone in the endless desert.
So he steps forward into the darkness.
“Oh, Artoo! Artoo, wait for me!” cries C-3PO.
Behind him, the door continues to screech
its way down until, with a horrible crash . . .
BOOOOOOMKKKKRRRRRRT.
It closes.
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